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Inductively coupled plasma~ICP! reactors are being developed for low gas pressure~,10s mTorr!
and high plasma density~[e].1011 cm23! microelectronics fabrication. In these reactors, the
plasma is generated by the inductively coupled electric field while an additional radio frequency~rf!
bias is applied to the substrate. One of the goals of these systems is to independently control the
magnitude of the ion flux by the inductively coupled power deposition, and the acceleration of ions
into the substrate by the rf bias. In high plasma density reactors the width of the sheath above the
wafer may be sufficiently thin that ions are able to traverse it in approximately 1 rf cycle, even at
13.56 MHz. As a consequence, the ion energy distribution~IED! may have a shape typically
associated with lower frequency operation in conventional reactive ion etching tools. In this paper,
we present results from a computer model for the IED incident on the wafer in ICP etching reactors.
We find that in the parameter space of interest, the shape of the IED depends both on the amplitude
of the rf bias and on the ICP power. The former quantity determines the average energy of the IED.
The latter quantity controls the width of the sheath, the transit time of ions across the sheath and
hence the width of the IED. In general, high ICP powers~thinner sheaths! produce wider IEDs.
© 1996 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-8979~96!02905-3#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Inductively coupled plasmas~ICP! are being investi-
gated for use as sources for etching of dielectrics and me
for semiconductor microelectronics fabrication.1–9 ICP reac-
tors typically operate at low gas pressures~,10–20 mTorr!
and high plasma densities~1011–1012 cm23!. The plasma is
generated by either a solenoidal or flat spiral coil operate
hundreds kHz to tens of MHz. A separate radio frequen
~rf! bias ~a few MHz to tens of MHz! is applied to the sub-
strate to accelerate ions anisotropically into the wafer tha
being processed. A feature of this type of reactor is that
magnitude of the ion flux and ion energies incident onto
wafer can, in principle, be separately controlled. The form
is determined by the inductively coupled power from t
coil. The latter is controlled by the amplitude of the rf bi
applied to the substrate.

Measurements of the plasma properties of ICP reac
have, to date, concentrated on optical emission and ele
probe measurements of electron densities and electron
ergy distributions. Of these studies, few have investiga
ion properties. O’Neillet al.5 measured optical emissio
from argon ions in ICP reactors and showed that the
temperature was<0.5 eV at pressures,10–20 mTorr.
Hopwood10 and Kortshagen11 measured the ion energy dis
tribution ~IED! of Ar ions striking a grounded substrate
ICP reactors without an applied bias. They found that
width of the IED was a few eV. Hopwood attributed a po
tion of this width to rf variation in the plasma potential pr
sumably due to stray capacitive coupling. In the absenc
this capacitive coupling, the broad distributions may be
plained by ion acceleration in a mildly collisional preshea
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or ion production over a large range of plasma potentia
Zhenget al. have shown that etching profiles of polysilicon
~p-Si! in inductively coupled plasmas are best explained b
having ions enter the sheath from the presheath with'0.5
eV temperature.12 When a capacitive rf bias is applied to the
substrate, or there is capacitive coupling from the coils, th
plasma potential will be modulated. As a result, the width o
the IED will broaden as in conventional reactive ion etchin
~RIE! discharges. This broadening was demonstrated
Caughman.13

It is a well-known phenomenon that in RIE discharge
that the shape of the IED is a function of the ion transit tim
across the sheath.14–19 If the ion transit time is short com-
pared to the rf period, the ion experiences the instantaneo
sheath potential. The resulting IED then has a double pe
appearance attributed to ions entering the sheath when
potential is at the low and high energy extremes. If the io
transit time is long compared to the rf period, the ion expe
riences only the time averaged sheath potential, and the IE
has a single peak. A convenient scaling parameter is15

S5
t t
t rf

5S 2Ml2

qV D 1/2n rf , ~1!

wheret t is the transit time of the ion,trf is the rf period,l is
the sheath thickness,M is the ion mass,V is the rf potential
amplitude, andnrf is the rf frequency. IfS@1, the IED will
be single peaked. IfS!1, the IED will be double peaked.

In an ICP etching reactor the plasma density is typical
larger ~>1011 cm23! than that found in conventional RIE
discharges~109–1010 cm23!. Since the rf sheath thickness
scales inversely with plasma density,l is typically small in
these reactors,<1 mm. As a result, the sheath velocity is
small and stochastic heating of electrons is minimal. The e
result is that the electron density [e] is largely a function of
227575/12/$10.00 © 1996 American Institute of Physics
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inductively coupled power,P, and in most cases is a wea
function of the rf bias. Experimental and theoretical resu
have shown that [e] is nearly linearly proportional toP in a
variety of gases.9,20,21Since the IED shape parameterS is a
function of l, which in turn depends upon [e], one can ex-
pect that the shape of the IED will be a function of indu
tively coupled power. Although [e] and the average ion
power density can, to first order, be independently control
by the inductively coupled power and rf bias, these tw
quantities are ultimately coupled through the dependenc
the IED on the sheath width.

To illustrate this dependence, we can estimate the am
tude of the rf sheath width by22

l5
j

q2pn rf@e#
'

j

q2pn rfaP
, ~2!

where j is the rf current density and we have assumed t
[e]5aP. The shape parameter for the IED is then

S5
j

q2paP S 2MqV D 1/2. ~3!

At large inductively coupled powers, and hence large el
tron densities,S is small. The IED should then be broad. A
small inductively coupled powers,S is large and the IED
should be narrow.

In this article, we describe a model for IEDs onto th
wafer as a function of radius in inductively coupled plasm
reactors for etching. The model is a two-dimensional plas
chemistry Monte Carlo simulation~PCMCS! which tracks
the trajectory of pseudoparticles representing ions and r
cals as a function of phase during the rf cycle. The PCM
accepts electric fields and electron impact source functi
for these species from a companion hybrid plasma equ
ment model~HPEM!. We found the width~in energy! of the
IED is a sensitive function of ICP power deposition in th
critical region which produces plasma densities from lo
1010 to high 1011 cm23. Higher power deposition generatin
a larger plasma density and thinner sheaths produces bro
IEDs. The IEDs are, though, generally uniform as a funct
of radius across the wafer. Some, systematic thinning of
width of the IED at large radii can be attributed to decrea
in plasma density near the edge of the wafer. We also pre
etching rates for poly-Si using the mechanism proposed
Dane and Mantei.23 We found that in the parameter space
interest~ICP powers of hundreds of W, rf bias voltages
50–150 V!, etching is typically in the ion starved regime
Etch uniformity is therefore determined by the ion flux un
formity.

Our model will be described in Sec. II, followed by
discussion of our results for IEDs in Sec. III and for etchin
rates in Sec. IV. Our concluding remarks are in Sec. V.

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL

The computer model we have used in this study cons
of two linked simulations. The first is called the hybri
plasma equipment model~HPEM!.20 The HPEM is a model
of the electromagnetic field, electron kinetics, and plas
chemistry in a plasma etching reactor. The HPEM treats e
2276 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 79, No. 5, 1 March 1996
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tron transport kinetically using a Monte Carlo simulation.
Heavy particle transport, however, is treated using fluid
equations. As a consequence kinetic information such as e
ergy distribution functions is not generated. To obtain thes
quantities, the electric fields and electron impact source fun
tions for heavy particles generated by the HPEM are used
the second simulation called the plasma chemistry Mont
Carlo simulation~PCMCS!. The PCMCS tracks the trajecto-
ries of all neutral and charged heavy particles as a functio
of position and phase during the rf cycle, producing dens
ties, fluxes, and energy distributions. The HPEM has bee
previously described,20 and so will be only briefly discussed
here. The PCMCS will be discussed in detail.

A. HPEM

The two-dimensional HPEM is composed of a series o
modules which are iterated to a converged solution. Th
electromagnetics module~EM! calculates inductively
coupled electric and magnetic fields in the reactor. Thes
fields are next used in the electron Monte Carlo simulatio
~EMCS! module. In the EMCS electron trajectories are fol-
lowed for many rf cycles producing the electron energy dis
tribution as a function of position and phase. These distribu
tions are used to produce electron impact source function
which are transferred to the fluid kinetics simulation module
~FKS!. In the FKS, continuity and momentum equations are
solved for all neutral and heavy charged species, and Po
son’s equation is solved for the electric potential. The FKS
also imports an externally generated advective flow field pro
duced in a hydrodynamic module~HM!. The HM is a solu-
tion of the fully compressible fluid conservation equations
for continuity, momentum, and energy. Slip boundary condi
tions are used to extend the fluid equations to the low pre
sure ranges of interest~5–20 mTorr!. The plasma conductiv-
ity produced in the FKS is passed to the EM, and the speci
densities and time dependent electrostatic potential a
passed to the EMCS. The modules are iterated until cyc
averaged plasma densities converge. Acceleration algorithm
are used to speed the rate of convergence of the model.

In an improvement to the previously described mode
we have implemented a semianalytic sheath model in th
HPEM. The purpose of this improvement is to address con
ditions where the mesh spacingDx exceeds the actual sheath
thickness at boundaries. If the mesh is too coarse to resol
the sheath, the apparent sheath thickness is that of the me
spacing adjacent to the surface. The sheath voltage is th
dropped across the width of the numerical cell. For low pres
sures where the sheath is collisionless, the sheath voltage a
other parameters are little affected by the artificially large
sheath thickness. However, in not resolving the sheath, th
electric field in the sheath is diminished by the ratio ofl/Dx.

There have been a number of works in which semiana
lytic models have been proposed for rf discharges whic
make different approximations.22,24,25 For example, the
model presented by Lieberman22 assumes the ions respond to
the time averaged sheath potential while that of Metz
et al.25 assume the ions respond to the instantaneous she
potential. Our parameter space is likely between those tw
R. J. Hoekstra and M. J. Kushner
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extremes. In experiments by Manenschijnet al.,24 the IEDs
striking the powered electrode in an RIE reactor were m
sured. They found that at low pressures where ion trans
is collisionless~,5 mTorr! the optical sheath thickness wa
well represented by the collisionless Child–Langmuir re
tionships. For the same conditions, the Lieberman mod22

would provide a thicker sheath due to the presence of e
trons in the sheath. The choice of which sheath model to
in this work was influenced by two factors. The first is th
few of the previously published models have been app
and validated in the parameter space of interest. The se
is that since the sheath model will be applied at every bou
ary point in the two-dimensional mesh, a relatively straig
forward model is required which will execute rapidly.

In our semianalytic model, we obtain the sheath thic
ness in the following fashion. We separately compute
conduction and displacement current to each location on
two-dimensional plasma-material boundary in the HPE
The displacement current obtained using the mesh lim
sheath thicknessDx is j d0. With knowledge of the plasma
density adjacent to the sheath [e], we can compute the ex
pected rf amplitude of the oscillating sheath thickness
suming a capacitive ion matrix sheathl:

l5
j d

2pn rf q@e#
, ~4!

wherej d is the actual displacement current density. The ra
of the actual sheath thickness to the mesh spacing is the

l

Dx
5
j d0
j d

5
j d0

l2pn rf q@e#
,

l

Dx
5S j d0

2pn rf q@e#DxD
1/2

.

~5!

If Dx.l then j d0 is corrected and used to compute circ
parameters, among them the dc substrate bias. A similar
cedure is followed in the PCMCS to obtain the actual she
thicknessl, and will be discussed below. This coupling of a
analytic sheath model and bulk plasma model for a rf d
charge has recently been reported by Nitschke and Grav26

B. PCMCS

At the end of the HPEM electron impact source fun
tions, and time and position dependent electric fields are
ported to the PCMCS. The PCMCS also accepts the ad
tive flow field from the HM. The PCMCS launche
pseudoparticles representing ions and neutral species d
the rf cycle from locations weighted by the electron impa
source functions obtained from the HPEM. The trajector
of the pseudoparticles are followed in a time dependent fa
ion using interpolated electric fields~position and phase!.
Surface reactions are represented by reactive sticking co
cients. Particle-mesh algorithms are used to represent
ion, ion–radical, and radical–radical collisions. In doing s
statistics on the densities of radicals and ions are colle
during the flight of the pseudoparticles and transferred to
mesh. The pseudoparticles then collide with the mesh
fined densities. A converged solution is obtained by iterat
through many flights~or launchings! of pseudoparticles.
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 79, No. 5, 1 March 1996
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Pseudoparticles for each speciesj are launched in the
reactor in accordance with the spatial distribution of the ele
tron impact source functionsSj (r ,z) obtained from the
HPEM. The number of pseudoparticles of speciesj launched
from a given computational cell centered on (r ,z) having
volumeV(r ,z) is

Nj~r ,z!5Nt

Sj~r ,z!V~r ,z!Wj~r ,z!

*@( iSi~r ,z!V~r ,z!Wi~r ,z!#d3r
, ~6!

where Nt is the total number of pseudoparticles bein
launched, the sum in the denominator is over all spec
being initialized, andWi is a weighting function. Since the
dynamic range of the electron impact source functions c
span many orders of magnitude, launching a statistically r
evant number of pseudoparticles from each cell is proble
atic. To address this issue, we weight the number of partic
launched from each cell by

Wj~r ,z!5
log@Sj~r ,z!#

log~Sm!
, ~7!

whereSm is the maximum value of all electron impact sourc
functions. Thei th particle of speciesj launched from cell
(r ,z) is then ‘‘tagged’’ as representing

mi j5
Sj~r ,z!Vj~r ,z!

Nj~r ,z!
~8!

actual particles, withmi j having units of s21. Some of the
source functions from the HPEM are locally negative as
result of processes such as electron–ion recombination,
tachment, or multistep ionization. In these cases, the sou
function is excluded from calculation of the launch weigh
of pseudoparticles. The loss of these particles are accoun
for by collisions with a dummy species which removes pa
ticles at the rate specified bySi(r ,z).

The pseudoparticles are launched with velocities

v~r ,z!5vt1va~r ,z!, ~9!

where vt is a thermal velocity randomly selected from
Maxwell–Boltzmann distribution having the gas tempera
ture, andva is the local advective velocity obtained from the
HM. Statistics on the volumetric densitiesNj (r ,z) of each
species are then obtained by integrating the time each p
ticle spends in a given computational cell:

Nj~r ,z!5(
i
E mi jd~r i j2r !d~zi j2z! dt. ~10!

When all pseudoparticles are collected or otherwise remov
from the simulation, the computational iteration is complet
The species densities derived as described above are use
recalculate collision frequencies, and another ‘‘flight’’ o
pseudoparticles are released, constituting the next iteratio
Depletion of feedstock gases which may not be tracked us
Monte Carlo particles is accounted for by reducing their flu
background densities by the appropriate densities of th
daughter species. Back averaging of the iteration-by-iterati
derived densities is performed to speed convergence.

Trajectories are advanced by direct integration of the v
locities between collisions. For neutral species, the trajec
2277R. J. Hoekstra and M. J. Kushner
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ries are free flight. For ions, accelerations are included
specified by the local electric fields. These fields are obtai
by performing a three-dimensional interpolation~r , z, and
time during the rf phase! of the electric fields imported from
the HPEM. The flight time is determined by

Dt5min~Dt r ,Dtz ,Dtc ,t!, ~11!

whereDt r andDtz are the times to cross a specified fractio
of the computational cell in ther andz directions,Dtc is the
time to the next collision, andt is a specified fraction of the
rf cycle. The time to cross the computational cell is det
mined by solving the quadratic equation of motion forDt
using the local electric field. The time to the next collisio
for speciesj is

Dtcol52S (
k

n j ,kD 21

ln~12r !, ~12!

wheren j ,k is the collision frequency of speciesj for process
k andr is a random number evenly distributed on~0,1!. If a
particle collides with a surface during a flight~which results
in the particle ‘‘appearing’’ in a solid! the point of intersec-
tion of the particle with the surface is backcalculated. T
particle is then placed at the surface, and the disposition
the particle is determined as described below.

Collision dynamics are accounted for by constructi
probability arrays for each speciesj . These arrays are

Pi j5
(m51
i km jNmj8

(m51
i2maxkmjNmj8

, ~13!

whereki j is the effective two-body rate coefficient for thei th
heavy particle collision of speciesj andNi j8 is the density of
its collision partner. The prime indicates that the maximu
density of the collision partner throughout the reactor is us
to construct these arrays, thereby implementing a modi
null cross section.20

When a particle reaches the randomly selected time fo
collision, the collision which occurs is determined by sele
tion of another random numberr . The collision which occurs
satisfiesPi21,j,r<Pi , j . Given this choice of collision, the
actual occurrence of the reaction is denoted by choice o
third random numberr ,

r<
Ni j ~r ,z!

Ni j8
, ~14!

whereNi j (r ,z) is the actual local density of the collisio
partner. This technique allows for null collisions to accou
for transport of the particle between locations having diffe
ent densities of the collision partner.

A variety of heavy particle collisions are included in th
model. If the collision is an identity changing collision~e.g.,
Ar11Cl2→Ar1Cl2

1!, the characteristics of the particle a
changed~i.e., mass, charge!, and particles are added or sub
tracted accordingly. In the case of thermal chemical reacti
in the bulk plasma, the velocities of the products are r
domly chosen from a Maxwell–Boltzmann distribution ha
ing the local gas temperature. In the case of a charge
change collision, the hot neutral retains the original io
velocity. The rate coefficients for elastic collisions are calc
2278 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 79, No. 5, 1 March 1996
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lated using Lennard-Jones parameters to simulate h
sphere collisions. The Lennard-Jones parameters used in
model were obtained from Ref. 27. Since all collision dy
namics are on a particle-mesh basis, we do not have vec
velocity information on the mesh collision partner. There
fore, in an elastic collision, the mesh defined collision pa
ticle is given a velocity which is the sum of a random the
mal ~Maxwellian! velocity and the local advective velocity.
In this way, following a series of collisions, the pseudopa
ticle ‘‘feels’’ the effects of the advective flow. A similar al-
gorithm was used in a model for remote plasma tools, and
described in Ref. 28.

C. Correction for submesh sheath thickness in the
PCMCS

As discussed in Sec. II A, we have employed a semian
lytic model in the HPEM to correct for submesh sheat
thickness. The effect in the PCMCS of using a mesh limite
sheath thickness which exceeds the actual sheath thickne
that the computed transit time of the ions is too large, there
reducing the width of the IED. We have used the same she
model in the PCMCS to account for submesh sheath thic
ness in the following manner. Prior to executing the PCMC
we delineate the thickness of the sheath by inspecting
electric fieldsE(r ,z,f) obtained from the HPEM. If the
thickness of the sheath exceeds one computational cell p
pendicular to a surface, no correction is applied. In the eve
the sheath thickness is less than a single cell width, we
duce the width of the cell in the perpendicular direction to b
equal to the actual sheath thickness. In order to conserve
voltage drop across the sheath, the electric field in the co
pressed boundary cell is increased by the factorDx/l. This
treatment effectively results in having a fixed sheath thic
ness throughout the rf cycle while the sheath voltage dr
oscillates.

D. Surface reactions

Surface reactions are included in the PCMCS using
reactive sticking coefficientr s which specifies the probability
that the pseudoparticle reacts with the surface~and is re-
moved from the gas phase!. r s is a function of the incident
species and material which the species strikes. When a p
ticle collides with the surface, a random number is chosen
r<r s , a reaction occurs. If the inequality does not hold, th
particle is diffusively reflected from the surface with a spee
randomly chosen from a Maxwell–Boltzmann distributio
having the wall temperature. If the reaction occurs, a seco
random number is chosen to determine the disposition of
particle in accordance with the surface reaction mechanis

The particles which are returned to the gas leave fro
the surface with polar angle based on a modified cosine
Lambertian distribution. The maximum polar angle wit
which the particle can leave the surface is limited to bein
less than 60° to restrict scattering at grazing angles to
count for surface roughness. In the case of ions, the neut
ized particle is also allowed to return to the plasma with
specified fraction of its incident energy, which allows fo
spectral scattering from the surface.
R. J. Hoekstra and M. J. Kushner
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In the cases discussed here, we use an Ar/Cl2 chemistry.
Other than neutralization of ions and quenching of exci
states, the only reaction chemistry on surfaces in the
amples we will discuss involves the Cl radical. The react
sticking coefficient for chlorine on nonwafer surfaces w
estimated asr s50.005, generating the product Cl2 which
diffusively returns to the plasma. On the wafer, Cl rea
with an averager s50.05, generating the etch product SiC2.
The smallr s on the wafer is intended to account for the fin
open area ofp-Si on the wafer.

E. Etch model

The etch mechanism of Dane and Mantei23 for a chlorine
plasma was used to calculate etch rates at the wafer
production rates of gaseous etch products. The etch mod
based on the surface reaction scheme

Cl~g!1Si~s!→SiCl~a), ~15a!

SiCl~a!1SiCl~a!1I1→SiCl2~g!1Si~s), ~15b!

where SiCl~a! represents Cl passivation of Si on the surfa
and I1 represents activation energy delivered to the surf
by ions. The resulting etch rate is

ER5S 1

aGCl
1

1

b@JiVs2~JV! th#
D 21

, ~16!

wherea andb are semiempirical parameters,GCl is the Cl
radical flux to the wafer, (JV) th is a threshold power flux to
the wafer for the onset of etching, andJiVs is the actual
power flux. Dane and Mantei approximated the power flux
the product of ion current into the sheath and sheath po
tial. They derived values for the parameters based on etc
of p-Si in Cl2 ECR plasmas. They obtaineda52300
Å min21 mTorr21/2, b523 Å min21 mW21 cm2, and
(JV) th585 mW cm22. Since Dane and Mantei were not ab
to directly measure the chlorine radical flux, they derived
semiempirical relationship for the flux in whichGCl

} APCl2
, whereP is the partial pressure of Cl2.

In applying this etch mechanism in our model, we ha
the benefit of being able to directly calculateGCl and the
power flux to the wafer. In doing so, we must rederive t
parametera in terms of a true particle flux. This paramet
was first converted to units of~Å min21 cm2 s! by estimating
the value ofGCl in the Dane and Mantei experiments. Usin
an estimated 50% dissociation of Cl2 at 1 mTorr and a gas
temperature of 600 K, the thermal flux of Cl to the wafer
'3.531017 cm22 s21. The renormalized parameter is the
a56.54310215 ~Å min21 cm2 s!. One should consider thi
estimate as an upper limit, since it does not account for s
tial nonuniformity of the Cl flux and the effects of macro
loading at the wafer.

GCl was obtained from the model by summing t
weightings of all Cl and Cl* pseudoparticles as a function o
position on the wafer, and dividing by surface area of
computational cell. Since the weightings of the particles h
units of s21, this sum provides an atom flux. The power flu
was obtained by summing the products of the weightings
kinetic energy of all ions incident onto the wafer, and n
malizing by the area.
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 79, No. 5, 1 March 1996
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III. ION ENERGY DISTRIBUTIONS IN ICP REACTORS

In this section, we will discuss spatially dependent IEDs
incident on the wafer in an inductively coupled plasma etch
ing reactor. The geometry we used resembles the Lam R
search Corporation 9400 transformer coupled plasma~TCP!
etching tool, and is shown in Fig. 1. The plasma is generate
by the 13.56 MHz inductively coupled electric field pro-
duced by a flat spiral coil on top of a quartz window above
and parallel to the substrate. The 20-cm-diam wafer sits o
an rf biased substrate, also at 13.56 MHz, 180° out of pha
to the coil. The wafer is surrounded by an alumina focu
ring. Gas is injected through inwardly pointing nozzles at a
flow rate of 80 sccm and pumped out at the base of th
reactor. The gas mixtures we have investigated ar
Ar/Cl2570/30 at pressures of 5–20 mTorr. The rate coeffi
cients for gas phase neutral chemical and ion–molecule r
actions used in the model are the same as listed in Ref. 20.
addition to those reactions, we include elastic collisions be
tween all species, whose rate coefficients are computed usi
Lennard-Jones parameters in the manner described abo
The inductively coupled power ranges from 150 to 1000 W
and the substrate biases range from 0 to 150 V~amplitude!.

A. Base case

The base case for our study uses the Ar/Cl2 gas mixture
at 10 mTorr, 500 W ICP power with an rf bias of 100 V

FIG. 1. Typical plasma properties in an ICP etching reactor obtained wit
the hybrid plasma equipment model.~a! Reactor schematic and inductively
coupled power deposition,~b! total positive ion density~sum of Ar1, Cl1,
Cl2

1!, and positive ion sources by electron impact. The gas mixture i
Ar/Cl2570/30 at 10 mTorr, 500 W of inductively coupled power, and 100 V
bias applied to the substrate. The annular power deposition produces
off-axis maximum in the positive ion density and source.~The contour la-
bels are percentage of the maximum value shown at the top of each pan!.
2279R. J. Hoekstra and M. J. Kushner
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amplitude on the substrate. The power deposition, posit
ion density~sum of Ar1, Cl1, and Cl2

1 !, and the positive ion
source obtained from the HPEM are shown in Fig. 1. Th
calculated dc bias on the substrate is231 V. The resistive
inductively coupled power deposition has a maximum of 1
W/cm3 and is located 1–2 cm below the quartz window du
to the finite skin depth of the inductively coupled field int
the plasma. Due to the long mean free path of electrons at
mTorr, the electron impact source for Cl2

1 is more extended
than that for power deposition.

The Cl atom densities predicted by the HPEM an
PCMCS are shown in Fig. 2. The magnitudes and shapes
the densities obtained using the two methods are similar
cept near the wafer. The Cl atom gradient is steeper near
wafer ~a sink for Cl atoms! in the results from the HPEM
which uses continuum equations. The PCMCS portrays
Cl atom density near the wafer with more nearly a jum
condition. This is a consequence of the Monte Carlo tec
niques in the PCMCS being able to resolve long mean fr
path transport.

The fluxes to the wafer for positive ions and Cl atom
obtained with the PCMCS are shown in Fig. 3. Even thou
the ions are not generated uniformly, the substrate-to-sou
distance is sufficiently large that diffusion smoothes the io
flux profile to the wafer. There is a slight maximum at ha
the radius which mirrors the source function. The flux

FIG. 2. Cl atom densities for the conditions of Fig. 1~Ar/Cl2570/30, 10
mTorr, 500 W, 100 V bias! obtained from the~a! hybrid plasma equipment
model and~b! plasma chemistry Monte Carlo simulation. Although pea
densities and profiles are similar, long mean free path transport better
resented by the PCMCS reduces density gradients near the wafer.
2280 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 79, No. 5, 1 March 1996
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dominated by Cl2
1 , due to the lower threshold for ionization

of Cl2 compared to Ar, and the fact that Cl2
1 is produced in

the nonsymmetric charge exchange of Cl2 with Ar
1 and Cl1.

The flux of Cl is also fairly uniform. The transport of Cl
radicals is diffusion dominated and, when combined with a
low sticking coefficient at the walls, leads to high radial uni-
formity.

The radially averaged energy distributions of neutral par
ticles striking the substrate are shown in Fig. 4. The neutra
generally impact the wafer with a nearly Maxwellian veloc-
ity distribution with temperature of 600–700 K. The heating
is largely due to charge exchange reactions which also form
a high energy tail. The most important process in this regar
is the symmetric charge exchange for Ar, since the density o
the feedstock argon is the largest and its cross section f
charge exchange is large. This process generates hot Ar
oms with broad energy distributions at the wafer reaching a
high as 20–30 eV and with fluxes of 331017 cm22 s21, as
shown in Fig. 4. This corresponds to power fluxes to the
wafer of;20 mW/cm2. Although these power fluxes are not
included in our calculations of etching rates, they are larg
enough to contribute to the activation energy for etching i
we consider hot atom and ion impact energy as being equiv
lent.

The IEDs averaged over the wafer for Ar1, Cl2
1 , and Cl1

are shown in Fig. 5 for a 100 V~amplitude! bias. The IEDs
clearly show the characteristic bimodal distribution resulting
from short ion transit times~with respect to the rf period!
usually associated with lower frequency operation in RIE
discharges. The short ion transit times result from the thi

k
ep-

FIG. 3. Fluxes to the wafer obtained with the PCMCS for the conditions o
Fig. 1 ~Ar/Cl2570/30, 10 mTorr, 500 W, 100 V bias! as a function of radius.
~a! Fluxes of positive ions~Ar1, Cl1, Cl2

1! and~b! neutral Cl atoms. In spite
of the nonuniform source of ions, transport is sufficiently collisional to
produce uniform ion fluxes to the wafer. A low sticking coefficient for Cl on
nonwafer surfaces contributes to its uniform flux.
R. J. Hoekstra and M. J. Kushner
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sheaths for these conditions,'0.05 cm, produced by the
high plasma density. For this sheath thickness the transit t
for Ar1 is <30 ns, which is shorter than the rf period 13.5
MHz ~74 ns!. This allows the ions to ‘‘sense’’ the instanta
neous sheath potential. The Cl1 ion, having a mass compa
rable to Ar1, has a similar IED. In spite of the Ar1 having a
large rate of charge exchange, there is no evidence for s
collisions in the IED. The thin sheath and low gas press
results in the sheath being nearly collisionless. Since Cl2

1 is
almost twice as massive as Ar1, its transit time is longer,
'40 ns resulting in the Cl2

1 ion ‘‘sensing’’ a more averaged
sheath potential, producing an IED having a somewhat n
rower width.

Using the standard four-turn coil~see Fig. 1!, the elec-
tron density at the wafer and current densities to the wa
are fairly uniform as a function of radius, as shown in Fig.
~The electron density shown in Fig. 6 is the cycle averag
value at the sheath side of the presheath.! There is a small
reduction in the electron density and the conduction curr
density at large radius, while the displacement current
creases slightly. Since the width of the sheath is proportio
to the displacement current and inversely proportional to

FIG. 4. Energy distributions and fluxes for neutral particles striking t
wafer predicted by the PCMCS.~a! Cl atoms,~b! hot Ar atoms, and~c! hot
Ar flux. Hot atoms are defined as having energies.0.5 eV. The average Cl
temperature striking the wafer is'600 K. Hot Ar atoms produced by charg
exchange have a tail to 20 eV, and a power flux of 10s mW cm22.
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electron density, the sheath thickness increases at the ou
edge of the wafer from 0.45 to 0.50 mm. The thickening o
the sheath over the outer few cm radius of the wafer pr
duces a small narrowing in the Cl2

1 IED of ,5 eV at those
locations, but the IED is otherwise uniform as a function o
radius.

To demonstrate the possibility that the shape of the IE
can be a function of radius, we ran the HPEM while powe
ing only the inner two coils. This results in power deposition
and ion sources being located near the axis.20 The electron
density adjacent to the wafer and the current density to t
wafer are peaked at the center of the wafer, decreasing
more than a factor of 2 at the edge of the wafer, as shown
Fig. 6. The sheath width has a commensurate increase n
the edge of the wafer. These conditions cause the Cl2

1 IED to
become noticeably narrower near the edge of the waf
@shown in Fig. 6~d!#.

The average angle of incidence and energy of ions a
essentially constant as a function of position on the waf
with the four turn coil. The average angle of incidence o
Cl2

1 is '8° for an rf bias of 100 V with an average impact
energy of 40 eV. This corresponds to ions entering the shea
with temperatures of 0.5–1 eV, which agrees with the expe
ments of O’Neillet al.5 For the unbiased substrate, the aver

he
FIG. 5. Ion energy distributions~IEDs! averaged over the wafer for an ICP
power deposition of 500 W, and rf bias of 100 V.~a! Ar1, ~b! Cl2

1 , and~c!
Cl1. The sheath is sufficiently thin that the ions respond to the instantaneo
bias. The lighter Cl1 and Ar1 IEDs have larger widths.
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age incident angle is 29°, since the potential drop across
sheath is due only to the floating potential, producing io
with an average impact energy of 10 eV, with an ion tem
perature entering the sheath of 0.5–1 eV. The high tempe
ture of the ions results largely from acceleration through t
presheath. These results agree well with both direct meas
ments of the IED in unbiased systems, and with the impli
temperature of ions required to account for etch profiles.10–12

B. IEDs as a function of ICP power and rf bias

IEDs for Cl2
1 are shown in Fig. 7 for rf biases~ampli-

tudes! of 50, 100, and 150 V, and an ICP power of 500 W
The dc self-biases are213, 231, and237 V, respectively.
The widths@full width at half-maximum~FWHM! in energy#
of these distributions are shown in Fig. 8. There is an e
pected increase in average ion energy from 20 eV for the
V bias case to 70 eV for the 150 V bias case. The increase
ion energy results not only from the increase in the amplitu
of the rf bias but also from the increase in the dc bias. T
widths of the IEDs also increase with increasing bias amp
tude, a consequence of the short transit time of ions wh
allow the ions to nearly track the instantaneous sheath pot
tial. This is somewhat counterintuitive since the sheath thic
ness increases nearly linearly with increasing bias, as sho
in Fig. 9. However, since the transit time of the ion throug
the sheath scales ast t;(l2/V)1/2, the bimodal character of
the IED is retained at larger biases. In general, the widths
the distributions for Cl2

1 are'50% of the bias amplitude,
since the ion transit time is'50% of the bias cycle time. The
low energy peaks of the IEDs decrease relative to the h
energy peak as the bias increases. This trend indicates
the sheath appears more resistive at the lower bias. The
conduction current through the sheath is a function primar
of plasma density, which is a weak function of bias voltag

FIG. 6. Plasma properties as a function of radius.~a! Cycle averaged elec-
tron density at the edge of the sheath,~b! displacement current density to the
wafer, ~c! sheath width, and~d! IED for Cl2

1 . Results are shown for the
standard four-turn coil~solid line! and when only the two inner coils are
powered~dashed lines!. The IED is only shown for the two-turn inner coil
configuration. The reduced plasma density and thicker sheath at the edg
the wafer with the two-turn inner coil configuration produces a narrow IE
2282 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 79, No. 5, 1 March 1996
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FIG. 7. IEDs for Cl2
1 averaged over the wafer for an ICP power depositio

of 500 W and different rf biases.~a! 50, ~b! 100, and~c! 150 V. The IEDs are
broader in energy with increasing bias. The dc bias also becomes m
negative.

FIG. 8. Energy width of the IED~FWHM! as a function of rf substrate bias
for different ICP powers.~a! Ar1 and ~b! Cl2

1 . The width of the IED in-
creases with increasing rf bias due to the larger sheath amplitude, and
creases with increasing ICP power due to the decreasing sheath thickn
The heavier Cl2

1 has a narrower IED.
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while the displacement current increases with increasing
voltage. Therefore, one should expect a less resistive sh
at higher biases.

Over the ranges of power investigated~150 W to 1 kW!
the plasma density increases nearly linearly with the I
power. As a result, the sheath thickness decreases with
creasing ICP power, as shown in Fig. 9. As a consequenc
the reduced sheath width, the ion transit time decreases
increasing ICP power, resulting in a corresponding incre
in the widths of the IEDs. This trend is shown in Fig. 1
where IEDs for Ar1 and Cl2

1 are plotted as a function of r
bias for ICP powers of 150 W and 1 kW. The FWHM o
IEDs for various ICP powers and rf biases are summarize
Fig. 8. The widths of the IEDs increase with increasing IC

FIG. 9. Sheath width as a function of rf substrate bias for different I
powers. The sheath width increases with increasing rf bias and decre
ICP power.

FIG. 10. IEDs averaged over the wafer for different ICP power with 100
of rf bias:~a! Ar1 and~b! Cl2

1 for 150 W ICP power;~c! Ar1 and~d! Cl2
1 for

1 kW ICP power. Low ICP power results in thick sheaths which, for t
heavier ions, results in the ion transit time being many rf cycles. This p
duces a narrow IED. At high power, the transit time is on the order of on
cycle.
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 79, No. 5, 1 March 1996
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power and increasing rf bias. Since the Cl2
1 is the heaviest

ion and its transit time is longer than that of the Ar1, the
decrease in sheath thickness from 0.88 mm at 150 W to 0
mm at 1 kW has a much greater effect on its IED. At 150 W
the width of the Cl2

1 IED is 25 eV, which corresponds to a
transit time of 80%–85% of the rf cycle. The width of the
Ar1 IED is 40 eV, having a sheath transit time of 60%–65%
of the rf cycle. At 1 kW, the Cl2

1 and Ar1 IED widths have
increased to 57 and 65 eV, respectively, a consequence of
transit times for both ions dropping to only 20%–30% of th
rf cycle. At low powers, where the sheath is thicker, th
width of the Cl2

1 IED is little affected by increasing the rf
bias amplitude. At higher powers, where the sheath h
thinned, the IEDs of both Ar1 and Cl2

1 increase as the bias
amplitude is increased.

In spite of the broadening of the IEDs with increasin
ICP power, we observe a decrease in the average ion ene
at the wafer of'5 eV when increasing the ICP power from
150 W to 1 kW. The decrease in average ion energy is attr
uted to a decrease in dc bias~becoming less negative! with
increasing ICP power. This trend agrees with the experimen
of Fusakawaet al.29 who observed less negative dc biase
with increasing ICP power.

FIG. 11. IED for Cl2
1 for different pressures~500 W ICP, 100 V rf bias!. ~a!

5, ~b! 10, and~c! 20 mTorr. For these conditions, the plasma density in
creases with increasing pressure, thereby decreasing the sheath width. E
at 20 mTorr, the sheath is essentially collisionless.
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The IEDs for Cl2
1 are shown in Fig. 11 for gas pressure

of 5, 10, and 20 mTorr. The IED increases in width an
increases in average energy with increasing gas press
Over this range of power deposition, the sheath is essenti
collisionless. The change in the character of the IED is the
fore attributable to electrical properties. In going from 5
20 mTorr, the dc bias becomes more negative, which
creases the average energy of the IED. At higher gas p
sures, the plasma becomes more confined. In this partic
geometry, a more confined plasma appears more asymm
with respect to the capacitively coupled plasma, thereby
creasing the dc bias. Also over this range of pressures,
plasma density decreases with decreasing pressure, the
increasing the width of the sheath and narrowing the IED

C. Ion and neutral fluxes

Ion and radical fluxes as a function of radius on th
wafer are shown in Fig. 12~a! as a function of rf bias for an
ICP power of 500 W and gas pressure of 10 mTorr. For the
conditions, Cl2

1 has the highest flux to the substrate, followe
by Ar1 and Cl1. The rf bias has little effect on the magnitud
of fluxes to the wafer for either the neutral radicals, in th
case Cl, or for the ions. The ratios of the ion fluxes al
change little. The small change in magnitude of the flux
with rf bias confirms the fact that the rf bias is contributin
little to the total rate of ionization in the plasma, and serv
primarily to accelerate ions. There is, however, a small im
provement in the uniformity of the ion flux at the higher r
bias as shown in Fig. 13. This improvement is due to im

FIG. 12. Fluxes of Cl, Ar1, Cl1, and Cl2
1 to the wafer as a function of

radius.~a! Fluxes at 500 W as a function of rf substrate bias.~b! Fluxes at a
rf bias of 100 V as a function of ICP power. The magnitudes of the fluxes
insensitive to the rf bias, and are controlled by the ICP power.
2284 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 79, No. 5, 1 March 1996
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proved radial uniformity of the ion density in the react
resulting from a flattening of the time-averaged plasma
tential.

As previously discussed, over the ranges investiga
the plasma density is nearly linearly proportional to t
power deposition at constant pressure. Therefore, one sh
also expect nearly linear increases in the fluxes to the w
with increasing power. This trend is also shown in Fig. 12~b!,
where the Cl and positive ion fluxes are plotted as a funct
of ICP power for a rf bias of 100 V. There is a small decrea
in the uniformity of the flux at higher power deposition du
to more localized power deposition and sourcing of the io
which occurs at higher conductivities and thinner induct
skin depths. The composition of the ion fluxes are a m
sensitive function of gas pressure as shown in Fig. 14.
fractional Cl2

1 flux increases with increasing pressure, wh

are

FIG. 13. Fluxes of Ar1, Cl1, and Cl2
1 as a function of radius for rf biases o

~a! 50 and~b! 150 V. The larger rf bias produces a more favorable distrib
tion of plasma potential, resulting in a more uniform ion flux to the waf

FIG. 14. Fractional fluxes of Ar1, Cl1, and Cl2
1 averaged over the wafer a

a function of gas pressure. At higher gas pressures, increasing rate
charge exchange favor the Cl2

1 ion flux.
R. J. Hoekstra and M. J. Kushner
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the fractional Ar1 and Cl1 fluxes decrease. This trend resul
from the fact that Ar1 charge exchanges with Cl and Cl2,
producing Cl2

1 in the latter reaction. Cl1 charge exchanges
with Cl2, also producing Cl2

1 . Cl2
1 , however, does not charg

exchange with either Ar or Cl. The increase in press
therefore efficiently converts Ar1 and Cl2 to Cl2

1 .

IV. PREDICTED ETCHING RATES

The mechanism of Dane and Mantei for chlorine etchi
of poly-Si was used to predict etching rates for the Ar/C2
ICP discharges. The predicted radical and ion power flu
incident on the wafer as a function of position for the sta
dard case@Ar/Cl2570/30, 10 mTorr, ICP power5500 W, rf
bias~amplitude!5100 V# are shown in Fig. 15. The Cl radi
cal flux is uniform to within 10% over the 10 cm radius o
the wafer, and maximum at the center of the reactor. The
power flux~which shows numerical noise! has a local maxi-
mum at midradius as a consequence of the nonunifo
power deposition. The Cl2

1 ion contributes approximately
60% of the power flux, in proportion to its total molecula
flux. The predicted power flux limited etch rate~i.e., the etch
rate which one would predict with infinite Cl flux! is '5000
Å/min, and reflects the nonuniform power flux to the wafe
The neutral limited etch rate~i.e., the etch rate which one
would predict with an infinite power flux! is '3000 Å/min
and is uniform as a function of radius. The combined e
rate has an average value of 1850 Å/min. It is uniform
within 10% over 90% of the radius of the wafer, reflectin
the uniformity of the Cl atom flux with some small enhanc
ment due to the local maximum in the ion power flux. Th
etch rate corresponds to a flux rate of SiCl2 from the surface

FIG. 15. Poly-silicon etch characteristics.~a! Ion power flux to the wafer as
a function of position due to the separate positive ions and total power~b!
Etch rates as a function of radius as implied by power limiting, neu
limiting, and the total rate. The high frequency variation in the power flux
numerical noise from the Monte Carlo simulation.
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 79, No. 5, 1 March 1996
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of 1.531016 cm22 s21. For an ion flux of '731016

cm22 s21, the ratio of ion impacts to etched SiCl2 is 4–5.
This value compares well to the results of surface laser d
sorption studies,30 as well as the results of Dane and
Mantei.23

By increasing the rf bias amplitude applied to the sub
strate, the power flux of ions can be proportionally increase
without significantly changing the magnitude of either th
ion or Cl atom flux. This increase in power flux should, in
principle, increase the etch rate at lower rf biases where t
etch rate is ion power flux limited, but not at high rf biase
where the etch rate is neutral flux limited. Predicted etc
rates as a function of rf bias~amplitude! for ICP powers of
150, 500, and 1000 W are shown in Fig. 16. At low rf biase
the ion power flux is near the threshold value of 85 mW/cm2.
Increasing the rf bias increases the power flux, and so
creases the etch rate~the ‘‘ion starved’’ regime!. At larger
biases where the ion power flux greatly exceeds the thresh
value, increasing the power flux at best yields a modera
increase in etch rate. The etch rate is then limited by th
availability of Cl atoms~the ‘‘neutral starved’’ regime! and
the etch rate approaches a constant value. The etch rate
low ICP power and low rf bias may be underestimated due
lack of a purely thermal component in the etch model a
implied by there being a threshold ion power for etching.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

A Plasma Chemistry-Monte Carlo model has been deve
oped to investigate the angular and energy distributions, a
fluxes of radicals and ions incident on the wafer in hig
plasma density, low gas pressure inductively coupled plasm
reactors. Over the range of ICP powers~150 W to 1 kW! and
rf biases@0–150 V ~amplitude!, 13.56 MHz# investigated,
the sheath thickness has a significant effect on the shape
the IEDs at the wafer since ion transit times are commens
rate with the rf period. For high ICP power~500 W–1 kW!,
the sheath is sufficiently thin that the IED has a bimod

.
tral
is

FIG. 16. Radially averaged etch rates as a function of rf bias for various IC
powers. At low rf biases, the ion power flux is low relative to the neutra
flux, and the system is ion starved. At high rf biases, the etch rate is limit
by the availability of Cl atoms, and is in the neutral starved regime.
2285R. J. Hoekstra and M. J. Kushner
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shape typically associated with low frequency operation
low plasma density RIE discharges. For lower powers~150
W! the sheath is thicker. The IEDs are narrower for the sa
rf bias and arrive at the substrate with the average she
potential. One of the motivations for ICP reactors is to gi
separate control of the ion flux and ion power to the waf
To first order, this control is achieved. The ICP power co
trols the ion flux to the substrate and, for a given ion flux, t
rf bias determines the ion power flux. However at the int
mediate powers investigated here, the width of the IED
inversely proportional to the width of the sheath which is
turn inversely proportional to plasmas density and IC
power. The ion flux and ion energy distribution cannot the
fore be absolutely independently controlled. There is, ho
ever, many combinations of ICP power and rf bias whi
will provide the desired combinations of ion flux and io
energy characteristics.

The uniformity of poly-Si wafer etching as well as th
effects of power, pressure, and bias were investigated u
the Dane and Mantei23 etch mechanism. For the range o
powers and biases investigated, high etch rates which w
obtained with large rf biases were in the neutral starved
gime. Increases in substrate bias beyond 50 to 80 V h
little effect on etch rate, especially at higher power. The
trends follow those found experimentally by Dane and Ma
tei for ECR etch tools.23
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